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sTM n exceptionally high rate of success 

in program graduates.

Our construction training course is designed for young people who are truly interested in 
the construction industry. It’ll cover everything you need to know to further your 
knowledge and nurture new skills. Imagine learning the ins and outs of how modern 
homes are constructed. You’ll find out how bricklayers form the base, carpenters create 
the chassis, plumbers connect water and much, much more. 

ONSTRUCTION TRAINING PROGRAM

Build an Awesome Career in Construction
Do you have a deep-rooted passion for utilizing your imagination to 
design incredible structures? Have you been searching for a way to forge 
a career out of sketching, designing and building? Are you just simply 
amazed by the way houses are built? Then we’re perfect for you!



“As a result, of the GCA Training, I’ve seen failing high school students 

become better achieving students at school, housewives gain command of 

their needed house repairs, as well as young people confidently enter the arena of 

building and construction for a livelihood!”

 

BOUT

- Larry Nicholas 
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Student must have a GED or High school diploma to participate in this program. 

All students receive life skills and character development instruction as well as an 
overview of the entire building process used in residential and commercial construction.

Students receive a General Specialty Certificate (of their trade choice) at the 
conclusion of the program. 

Graduates are placed in permanent employment at the conclusion of the program. 

CLASS, LAB and ON-THE-JOB TRAINING/INTERNSHIP 

Students receive 234 hours in classroom instructions, including building codes, 96 hours 
of Lab in their General Specialty: electrical, HVAC, carpentry, or plumbing and 105 hours of 
On-The-Job Training, totaling 435 hours. 



TM an exceptionally 
high rate of success in placing 
program graduates.




